




Lafya is an 8-year-old girl. She lives with her parents, 
grandparents and three siblings.



She likes to play with her friends and spend time with her 
grandparents who tell her great stories.



One morning she learns from her mother that she cannot go 
to school for a while. She has to spend a lot of time at home 
with the rest of her family. Her mother cannot go to work at 
the local restaurant, and her father has stopped driving the 
bus.

Little Lafya doesn’t understand this situation. She decides to 
ask her mom some questions.



She says, “Mommy! Why has everyone been home for a few 
days? I’m not going to school, and you forbid me to go out 
and play with my classmates. I see that even you and dad 
don’t go out anymore, to work.  What’s wrong, mom?” 



Lafya’s mother, after long reflection, answers her daughter.
“My sweet little Lafya! There is a nasty virus going around 
today that scares everyone, adults and children alike and 
now is in almost every country in the world. This nasty 
virus, called Coronavirus, has already arrived in Chad.”



“What is a virus?”, little Lafya asks her mother.
“A virus is a little thing that you can’t see with your eyes, 
but it exists, and it hides in people’s bodies.”   

“But, mommy, what does this virus have to do with the 
closing of our schools?” 



“That’s a very good question, daughter. This nasty virus passes 
easily from one person to another and can make people sick. 
At school, with your classmates, you are sitting side by side, 
so the nasty Coronavirus can take advantage of your contacts, 
greetings and sweat to pass from one student to another and 
make you all sick.”  

“My daughter, your school is closed because the nasty 
Coronavirus, besides making people sick, can kill them 
when they are grouped together.” 



“How do I know that the evil Coronavirus is in my body”, asks 
little Lafya again.  
“My daughter, you can know that the bad Coronavirus is in 
your body when you have a high fever, cough or when you have 
trouble breathing.” 

Little Lafya seems anxious, and asks her mother again.  
 “Mommy, am I not going to go back to school and play with 
my classmates anymore?”



“No, my daughter! You are going to go back to school soon, 
and play with your friends again, because everyone is fighting 
the bad Coronavirus, so that it doesn’t hurt anyone else. Girl, 
you can fight the evil Coronavirus, too. I’m going to tell you all 
the ways you can fight the evil Coronavirus.”

Lafya listens carefully to her mom. She understands that small 
actions can stop the virus from advancing.



Now...  
Lafya washes her hands with soap and water, while counting 
from 1 to 20.   
Before Coronavirus, she also washed her hands, but now she 
does it more often. 

She washes her hands before eating and before touching her 
mouth, eyes and nose. 



Lafya no longer shares her water bottle with her older sister.  
To eat, each member of the family has his or her own dish!  
When she meets her girlfriends, she stays 5 steps away from 
them, waves to them with her hand, and doesn’t take them in 
her arms. 

Lafya knows that now she and her friends won’t be able to play 
in a group for a while. If Denise is sick, she can infect the other 
girls. 



When Lafya sees someone coughing or sneezing, she doesn’t 
go near them. She advises them to sneeze into the fold of their 
arm or in a tissue that can only be used once, and then thrown 
away immediately in a garbage can.   



Lafya is no longer afraid of the evil Coronavirus, because she 
knows how to protect herself against it. She has passed on the 
advice her mother gave her to her friends in the 
neighbourhood to help them fight the evil Coronavirus. That’s 
how Lafya became a heroine to her classmates!



One fine morning, Lafya and her classmates learn that they 
can now go back to school and play together again because the 
evil Coronavirus has been destroyed, so it won’t hurt anyone 
anymore.  Lafya and her classmates jump and smile with joy.   




